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Simple sequence repeats:
Genetic modulators of brain function and behavior
John W. Fondon III, Elizabeth A. D. Hammock, Anthony J. Hannan and David G. King
Abstract
Simple sequence repeats (SSRs), sometimes described as
genetic "stutters", are DNA tracts in which a short base-pair
motif is repeated several to many times in tandem (e.g.,
CAGCAGCAG). These sequences experience frequent
mutations that alter the number of repeats. Because SSRs are
commonly located in promoters, untranslated regions and
even coding sequences, such mutations can directly influence
almost any aspect of gene function. Mutational expansion of
certain triplet repeats is responsible for several hereditary
neurodegenerative disorders, but SSR alleles can also
contribute to normal variation in brain and behavioral traits.
Here we review studies implicating SSRs not just in disease
but also in circadian rhythmicity, socio-sexual interaction,
aggression, cognition and personality. SSRs can affect
neuronal differentiation, brain development and even
behavioral evolution.
Introduction
In the early 1990s, the neuroscience community was
surprised by reports that Huntington's disease, fragile X
syndrome and several other hereditary neurological disorders
all shared a common cause in the form of mutational
expansion of triplet repeat DNA sequences within genes1, 2.
As one researcher was quoted in Science3, "No one expected
that DNA sequences could be so unstable or behave as these
do."
Nevertheless, DNA researchers have long known that
simple sequence repeats (SSRs, also called microsatellites
and minisatellites) have a propensity for "slippage mutations"
which increase or decrease the number of repeats without
otherwise altering the sequence4, 5. SSRs based on various
motifs are extremely numerous in eukaryotic genomes; many
human genes possess multiple SSRs. The abundant
polymorphism which results from repeat slippage has become
the basis for DNA fingerprinting, lineage analysis and gene
mapping. Yet this very mutability, together with the seeming
lack of information content in such repetitive genetic
"stutters", once appeared to preclude any possibility of
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critical function for SSRs. Indeed, much of the literature on
SSR polymorphism has assumed (and continues to assume
[e.g., 6]) that SSRs are genetic "junk", supplying only
"neutral" variation with no appreciable effect on phenotype.
However, as we review here, abundant evidence warrants
some skepticism toward any presumption of neutrality for
SSR alleles7-15. Repeat expansion diseases have highlighted
the occurrence of repetitive sequences at sites where slippage
mutations can have dramatic consequences. But many other
examples of repeat number effects have come to light since
Hamada and colleagues first established that altering the
number of repeating dinucleotides could affect gene activity7.
By now, SSR sequences are widely recognized for a
remarkable set of characteristics [reviewed in 10-15]:
 Slippage mutations, occurring at rates that can be as high as
10-2 per cell division at a single SSR locus, yield abundant
repeat-number variation at innumerable SSR sites.
 SSR slippage mutations are readily reversible, unlike single
nucleotide substitutions.
 SSR mutability is a function of locus-specific properties
including motif length, total number of repeats, inclusion of
variant motifs, and flanking sequences.
 Repeat number variation can affect diverse aspects of gene
function including transcription rates and transcript
stability; rates of protein folding and turnover; and proteinprotein interactions, aggregation and sub-cellular location.
 Repeat number mutations commonly exert incremental
quantitative effects, not unlike adjusting a "tuning knob"11.
They can also act reversibly to switch genes on or off.
These characteristics have prompted speculation that the
mutability of SSRs could play an important and potentially
beneficial role in evolution5, 8-11, 13-17. Thus the triplet repeat
expansion diseases represent only the pathological extreme of
a much more general mutational process, one which also
contributes to normal brain function and development.
Repeat-expansion diseases
At least twenty different neurological disorders are caused
by expanded SSRs (Table 1, reviewed in [1, 2]). Such
diseases are frequently characterized by "genetic
anticipation," a hereditary tendency toward further expansion
of pathological repeat alleles in each generation, leading to
earlier onset and accelerated disease progression in
subsequent generations.
Huntington's disease (HD) exemplifies neurodegenerative
repeat expansion diseases caused by an expanded proteincoding repeat. The huntingtin protein normally contains a
variable run of 6 to 35 glutamines encoded by CAG repeats.
Expansion of this repeat to lengths greater than 39 glutamines
causes abnormalities of protein folding, cleavage, inter-
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actions, trafficking and degradation, as well as gene transcription, synaptic function and cellular plasticity (reviewed in
[18, 19]). These defects in gene expression, protein regulation and function give rise to late-onset progressive, selective
neural cell dysfunction and death associated with a movement
disorder, psychiatric symptoms and cognitive deficits culminating in dementia. At least eight additional fatal neurological disorders are also caused by expanded polyglutamine
tracts. Like HD, these are all believed to involve a gain of
toxic protein function, with subtle differences in gene expression, intracellular localization and protein context for the
polyglutamine tracts leading to distinct neuropathological
profiles. (A potential role for RNA toxicity associated with
the transcribed CAG repeat in these diseases has not yet been
ruled out and is worthy of investigation.) Nevertheless, apart
from the presence of polymorphic CAG repeats encoding
polyglutamine tracts, most of the genes involved share no
substantial similarities other than expression in the central
nervous system.
In contrast, fragile-X mental retardation syndrome
(FRAXA) develops when a greatly-expanded CGG repeat in
the 5′ untranslated region (UTR) of the FMR1 gene leads to

decreased levels of the RNA-binding protein FMRP,
implicated in dendritic and synaptic function (reviewed in
[20, 21]). Normal FMR1 alleles vary between 6 and 53
repeats, while alleles of greater than 200 repeats abolish or
drastically reduce gene transcription. Intermediate lengths
(55 to 200 repeats), sometimes called "premutation alleles"
because of their high probability of pathological expansion,
are associated with fragile X tremor/ataxia syndrome
(FXTAS) and/or autism spectrum disorder (reviewed in [22,
23]). The favored hypothesis for the repeat's role in FXTAS
etiology is a molecular gain of function whereby mRNAs
containing expanded CGG repeats introduce novel functional
changes, such as protein misfolding and aggregation, leading
to depletion of other proteins, progressive neural cell
dysfunction and eventual death.
Several additional repeat-expansion neurodegenerative
diseases display a wide variety of motif sequences, lengths,
and modes of action (Table 1). While the most common and
best-studied repeat-expansion diseases involve triplet repeats
encoding expanded amino acid tracts, non-coding repeat
expansions can also disrupt gene transcription, RNA
processing, protein translation, and other cellular processes.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Table 1. Many neurological diseases are caused by repeat expansion.
Disease

SSR type / motif

Huntington's disease (HD)

exon / CAG

Dentatorubral pallidoluysian atrophy
(DRPLA)
Spinocerebellar ataxia
type 1 (SCA1)
type 2 (SCA2)
type 3 (SCA3, Machado-Joseph)
type 6 (SCA6)
type 7 (SCA7)
type 17 (SCA17)
Spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy
(SBMA)
Fragile X mental retardation syndrome
(FRAXA)
Fragile X tremor/ataxia syndrome
(FXTAS)
Fragile XE syndrome (FRAXE)

exon / CAG

Repeat length
Normal Pathology
6-35
36-250

Affected gene
product
huntingtin

3-36

49-88

atrophin

exon / CAG

6-39
14-32
12-40
4-19
4-35
25-42
9-36

40-88
33-200
55-86
21-33
37-306
43-63
38-65

ataxin-1
ataxin-2
ataxin-3
CACNA1A
ataxin-7
TBP
androgen receptor

5'-UTR / CGG

6-53

>200

FMR1/FMRP

5'-UTR / CGG

6-53

55-200

FMR1/FMRP

5'-UTR / CCG

4-39

>200

FMR2

3'-UTR & exon /
bi-directional CTG/CAG
(sense/antisense)
intron / ATTCT

16-37

>74

SCA8 and KLHL1
(via antisense)

10-22

>280

ataxin-10

5'-UTR / CAG

7-45

55-78

PPP2R2B

6-28

51-78

junctophilin-3

Friedreich ataxia (FRDA)

exon / CTG
variably spliced
intron / GAA

6-34

>100

FXN/frataxin

Myotonic dystrophy DM1

3'-UTR / CTG

5-37

>50

DMPK

Myotonic dystrophy DM2

intron / CCTG

10-38

>50

ZNF9

5'-UTR /
CCCCGCCCCGCG

2-17

>30

cystatin B

Spinocerebellar ataxia type 8 (SCA8)

Spinocerebellar ataxia type 10
(SCA10)
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 12
(SCA12)
Huntington disease-like 2 (HDL2)

Myoclonic epilepsy EPM1
(Unverricht–Lundborg disease)

exon / CAG

Proposed class of pathogenic
mechanism
polyglutamine toxicity,
molecular gain of function
polyglutamine toxicity,
molecular gain of function
polyglutamine toxicity,
molecular gain of function

Reference

polyglutamine toxicity,
molecular gain of function
decreased RNA/protein levels,
molecular loss of function
RNA toxicity, molecular gain of
function
decreased RNA/protein levels,
molecular loss of function
RNA and/or polyglutamine
toxicity?

1, 2

RNA toxicity, molecular gain of
function?
decreased RNA/protein levels,
molecular loss of function?
RNA toxicity, molecular gain of
function?
decreased RNA/protein levels,
molecular loss of function
RNA toxicity, molecular gain of
function
RNA toxicity, molecular gain of
function
decreased RNA/protein levels,
molecular loss of function

55
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Their frequency and functional diversity hint at how deeply
SSRs are woven into functional genomic sites that can
influence neurological function.

by interspecies comparison, including gene transplantation
experiments that suggest coevolutionary compensation
between the effects of SSR and flanking sequence variants27.
(Although data are less extensive, blue tit populations
Effects of SSR variation on behavior
(Cyanistes caeruleus) also show a latitudinal cline in
Although extreme repeat expansion is deleterious, studies
frequencies of polyglutamine repeat number alleles in a
of many different organisms provide evidence that nondifferent clock gene, again suggesting environmental
pathogenic SSR polymorphism contributes to normal
selection based on functional effects of allele length28.)
quantitative genetic variation in traits ranging from yeast cell
Establishing a causal relationship between genetic
adhesion to dog skeletal morphology10, 14, 15. Among the bestvariants and phenotype poses considerable difficulties (Box
studied examples of relationships among phenotype,
1). Even in Drosophila (above) where experimental
molecular function and SSR polymorphism are three genes
manipulation of genes is feasible, evidence that SSR variants
influencing animal behavior. One of these, the period (per)
actually matter in natural environments remains primarily
gene of Drosophila melanogaster, participates in biological
correlative. In mammals, and especially in humans, the
time-keeping including circadian rhythmicity. Another,
differing functional effects of SSR repeat-number variants is
involved in social recognition memory, aggression and sociogenerally supported by circumstantial evidence of varying
sexual behaviors in vertebrates, is the avpr1a gene of voles
quality rather than by conclusive proof. Among the more
(Microtus sp., "field mice"). The third, a serotonin
compelling cases is one in which several converging lines of
transporter gene (SLC6A4), is implicated in several aspects of
evidence identify functional SSR variation in the 5'
primate behavior.
regulatory region of the vasopressin 1a receptor gene avpr1a
The Drosophila PER protein contains an embedded array
as a significant contributor to social behaviors such as
of threonine-glycine and serine-glycine dipeptide repeats
selective partner preference and offspring care29.
encoded by a hexanucleotide SSR in exon 5. In laboratory
Comparison of individual prairie voles (Microtus
studies, flies carrying a 20-repeat allele show reduced sensiochrogaster) whose parents carried longer-than-average SSR
tivity of circadian rhythm to temperature fluctuations
alleles with those whose parents had shorter alleles revealed
compared to those with a shorter 17-repeat allele24. In natural
differences in V1aR protein distribution in the brain as well
populations sampled across Europe, northern Africa and
as alterations in vasopressin-dependent social behavior29.
Australia, the 20-repeat allele was more frequent at higher
Transgenic introduction of avpr1a from a prairie vole into a
latitudes. This latitudinal cline suggests that natural selection
mouse resulted in mouse brain distribution of V1aR protein
discriminates among alleles of different lengths based on
and affiliative behavior in response to vasopressin injection
their contribution to temperature compensation in regions
that were more similar to those of a prairie vole than to those
with greater temperature fluctuations (reviewed in [25]).
of a wild-type mouse littermate30. Causal efficacy of the SSR
Complementary data have been independently reported from
difference was demonstrated through in vitro transcription
Drosophila populations showing microclimatic divergence on
assays. Insertion into cultured cells of distinct SSR domains
north- and south-facing slopes of Evolution Canyon in
from two common alleles, with other avpr1a regions held
26
Israel . A functional role for the per SSR is also supported
constant, revealed that variation in SSR length could alter
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Box 1. Establishing SSR functionality is challenging.
Functional SSR polymorphisms typically exert only small,
quantitative effects on phenotype, and behavioral traits are typically
multigenic, heterogeneous, weakly penetrant, and environmentally
influenced09-15. These factors combine to make identification of SSRs
influencing behavior exceedingly difficult. The power of genetic
association studies to identify functional alleles is limited by the
magnitude of their effects; even the largest studies likely lack the
power to detect most functional SSRs. Linkage disequilibrium
mapping is further undermined by the tendency of high SSR mutation
rates to rapidly degrade linkage. In addition, the preferred genotyping
methods employed for large studies (e.g. DNA microarrays) are
incapable of assaying repeats, so SSRs are often simply ignored.
However, prospects are improved somewhat since SSRs offer a
couple of unique advantages that when exploited can greatly improve
chances for success. The first advantage is that their locations are
finite and known, so researchers know exactly where to look. The
second is statistical: since SSRs usually exert length-dependent
incremental effects on phenotype, this feature can be incorporated in
statistical tests, increasing power significantly (e.g., [71]).
As with any other type of genetic variant, unequivocal "gold
standard" proof of SSR phenotypic effects requires introducing

the alleles into a controlled genetic background through genetic
manipulation of an appropriate model organism -- an expensive and
time-consuming process that has yet to be extensively implemented
with SSR variation.
The difficulties inherent in establishing phenotypic effects of
repeat variation are illustrated by the example of dopamine receptor
D4. Exon three of human DRD4 has a 48 basepair motif SSR, with
allele lengths ranging from two to ten repeats. The seven-repeat
allele was originally associated with novelty seeking in 199664, 65.
Since that time, DRD4 repeat alleles have been associated with
several personality and neuropsychiatric traits, including ADHD,
alcoholism, schizophrenia, adaptability, drug sensitivity, reward
dependence and temperament. Most of these associations have
alternately been refuted and supported by subsequent studies, and
despite more than a decade of intense study by numerous groups
there remains considerable uncertainty about the effects of SSR
variation at this locus . As with all putatively functional SSRs,
validation of DRD4 SSRs require experimental models. However,
this SSR appears to have been under strong directional selection in
human DRD4 and is not present in the mouse ortholog. Until an
alternative model is developed, the behavioral effects of this SSR
seem destined to remain uncertain and contentious.
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Table 2. Several aspects of human behavior are associated with repeat number variation
(see main text for non-human examples).
Gene
serotonin transporter
SERT (SLC6A4),
5-HTTLPR

SSR type and motif
noncoding, 5' promoter;
44 basepair motif

Affected trait
anxiety-related traits

serotonin transporter
SERT (SLC6A4)
dopamine receptor
DRD4
dopamine transporter DAT1
(SLC6A3)
DNA binding protein
Jarid2
androgen receptor
α2b-adrenoceptor ADRA2B

noncoding, intron;
17-basepair motif
coding;
48 basepair motifs
noncoding, 3' UTR;
40 basepair motif
coding; tetranucleotide
coding; CAG repeat
coding; imperfect
glutamic acid repeat
noncoding, upstream,
dinucleotide repeats

arginine vasopressin
receptor, AVPR1a

References
32-39, 61

susceptibility to bipolar disorder,
response of SERT to lithium.
novelty-seeking behaviors

Evidence
in vitro and in vivo assays;
inconsistent association studies;
moderated by life stress; similar
results in Rhesus macaque
association;
in vitro assays.
association

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder;
episodic memory formation
schizophrenia

in vitro and in vivo assays;
association
association

61, 66, 67

cognitive function
emotional memory

association
association; in vitro assays

69
70

altruism, other social behaviors

association, post mortem gene
expression

71

61, 62, 63
61, 64, 65

68
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levels of luciferase reporter activity29. Nevertheless, while
SSR length correlates with brain and behavioral traits among
individual prairie voles, phylogenetic analysis of other vole
species31, which exhibit considerable interspecies diversity in
the avpr1a SSR as well as in social structure and brain
distribution of V1aR, has established that this SSR is not by
itself a reliable marker for complex social behavior which
depends on multiple brain circuits, environmental context and
many genes29.
Several candidate-gene sites where SSR polymorphisms
have been associated with human behavior are listed in Table
2. Evidence for most of these remains less than ideal (see
Box 1). Perhaps the best human example involves a
polymorphic SSR (designated 5-HTTLPR) in the upstream
promoter region of the serotonin transporter gene, SLC6A4.
In a classic study, the shorter of two common alleles, which
yields lower levels of gene expression in transcription
reporter assays, was correlated with increased neuroticism,
tension and harm avoidance32. However, many subsequent
studies have failed to support those particular associations or
have otherwise offered conflicting findings; one metaanalysis of gene association studies indicated that 5-HTTLPR
was weakly associated with harm avoidance scores but not
significantly with neuroticism33, while another meta-analysis
reversed these relationships34. Provocatively, individuals
carrying two long alleles of this SSR appear to be somewhat
protected from the negative effects of significant life stress35.
Such gene × environment interactions are an important
consideration in human association studies and may be used
to clarify conflicting findings. Furthermore, the putative
modulation of anxiety-like traits by an SSR polymorphism in
the serotonin transporter is also supported by investigation of
a similar, but not identical, polymorphism (rh5-HTTLPR) in
the rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta) serotonin transporter
gene. As in humans, the shorter allele of this polymorphism
yields lower gene expression in vitro36. The shorter allele has
been associated with a variety of related measures including
reduced levels of the serotonin metabolite 5-HIAA36,
increased distress during assessment37 and greater inhibition

by anxiety-provoking novel environments38. Notably, these
relationships are most apparent when rearing conditions are
taken into account, indicating a gene × environment
interaction like that of the human serotonin transporter SSR
polymorphism. Curiously, early dispersal of male offspring
from their natal group has also been associated with the
shorter allele39.
Potential significance of mitotic SSR mutation for brain
development
Somatic mosaicism is a common feature of several of the
neurodegenerative repeat expansion diseases40-42, 72. For
example, as seen in spinocerebellar ataxia 2 (a classic triplet
repeat disease caused by expanded CAG-encoded
polyglutamine tracts), pathologically expanded repeats can
expand further during development to create a mosaic of cells
with differing repeat lengths. Awareness of this role for
mitotic repeat expansion was prompted by the discovery of
individuals who possessed expanded alleles but who never
developed symptoms of this otherwise fully penetrant
disease. Closer examination of these anomalously long but
benign alleles revealed the presence of silent, slippagesuppressing CAA interruptions within the CAG repeat
sequence43. This discovery, combined with observations of
hyper-expanded alleles in diseased brains, suggested that the
source of the disease was not the length of the inherited allele
per se but rather the longer allele's propensity for rampant
hyper-expansion during ontogeny. The resultant
pathogenicity is based on susceptibility of particular SSRs to
somatic mutation and can be reduced by the stabilizing
influence of repeat imperfections. Additional examples of
the stabilization of otherwise pathological repeat alleles by
repeat interruptions have been reported44-46 and may be a
general feature of repeat-expansion disorders.
Several observations indirectly suggest that mitotic
slippage mutations could also produce somatic variation
during normal brain development. First, non-pathological
somatic SSR mutations occur in other developing systems,
with benign or even potentially adaptive effects. For
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Outstanding Questions
To what extent are individual differences in behavioral traits
causally associated with variation supplied by SSRs? Since
SSRs are an abundant source for quantitative genetic variation, SSR
alleles may be contributing factors in any hereditary trait displaying
common quantitative variation, including personality or specific
cognitive ability. Intriguing candidates abound. There are many
polymorphic SSRs in genes involved in neural function, but
experimentally testing them is difficult. Numerous factors, such as
environmental effects, confound genetic studies of behavior. SSR’s
subtle effects on phenotype make them more challenging to link to
behavioral traits than other types of mutations (see Box 1).
To what extent does SSR variation facilitate behavioral
adaptation during nervous system evolution? Putatively

example, slippage mutations in a short poly-C tract in the
coding region of the melanocortin receptor gene of domestic
red pigs cause frame shifts that reversibly disable or enable
protein production. Beginning with an inactive germ line
allele, subsequent function-restoring mutations occur at a
fairly high frequency during skin development, creating a
pattern of black spots in these animals47. Second, although
somatic SSR mutation rates in normal nerve cells have not
yet been reported, somatic mosaicism for pathogenic repeat
allele length is commonly observed in neurodegenerative
diseases40-42, 72 and at least in non-neural tissues appears to be
regulated by other genetic factors48, 49. Third, a precedent for
effective exploitation of mitotic mutational mechanisms
exists in somatic hypermutation of antibody genes50. Finally,
other sources for genetic diversity within nerve cell
populations are already recognized, including constitutional
aneuploidy51 and LINE-1 retrotransposable elements52.
With thousands of repeat loci in the genome, some
mutation of normal SSR alleles appears not only probable but
inevitable during the many billions of mitoses occurring
during brain development. That SSR mutation can exert a
direct impact on gene function, through any of several
distinct molecular mechanisms, is also well-known7-15. The
enrichment of SSRs in genes involved in neuronal
differentiation and function53 thus raises the intriguing
possibility that somatic mutation of SSRs might be a normal,
perhaps even essential, component of normal brain
development1. Subtle but abundant variation in the
expression and activity of ion channels and transmitter
receptors as well as transcription factors and other
developmental regulators, caused by somatic SSR mutation,
would undoubtedly enhance computational complexity of the
human brain. Evolutionary selection for such complexity
may explain extensive human-specific increases in the
quantity and mutability of SSRs in genes involved in nervous
system development and function.
Conclusion
SSR mutability provides an abundant source of genetic
variation. Most genes, including many involved with brain
activity, are associated with one and often several
polymorphic SSRs located in sites where repeat-number
variation could affect gene function1, 9-15. A decade ago
David Comings12 wrote, "Our initial assumption was that like

non-functional (neutral) SSR allelic frequency differences between
populations are common and widely used as measures for
population divergence. Since such differences can arise simply
through genetic drift, the hypothesis that any SSR divergence
reflects a response to selection needs additional support through
experimental demonstration of functional effects on phenotype and
fitness.
To what extent might somatic variation contribute to functional
differentiation among individual nerve cells? A necessary first
step is determining how much genetic variation is created by
somatic mutation of particular SSRs during normal nervous system
development. If such mutation is observed, especially in candidate
genes with known neural function, then the functional relevance of
various alleles must be identified.

the neutral or silent single base pair polymorphisms [SNPs],
the micro/minisatellite alleles would be in linkage
disequilibrium with other 'critical' mutations that affect gene
function. After working with these polymorphisms [as
genetic markers] for several years we began to suspect that
the micro/minisatellites themselves might be the 'critical'
mutations." Indeed, when SSR polymorphisms within a
candidate gene are closely linked with a trait of interest, the
hypothesis that SSR alleles may be responsible for the trait
should be considered just as carefully as the more
conventional SNP alternative. While pathological effects of
repeat expansion have dominated most neuroscientists'
perceptions of SSRs, such pathologies probably represent
only a tiny fraction of the functional effects of SSR variation.
Here we have reviewed several cases implicating SSR
alleles in normal brain and behavioral function as well as
susceptibility to certain neurodegenerative diseases.
Addressing the questions raised by such data (see
Outstanding Questions) should begin to reveal whether these
examples are unusual or whether variation generated by SSRs
plays a major role in neurobiological function, development,
and evolution.
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Linkage analysis -- localization of genetic regions responsible for
a trait of interest by identifying markers that are associated by
linkage with inheritance of the trait. Since SNPs and polymorphic
SSRs are widely distributed throughout the genome, most traits
will be closely linked with one or more such markers. A marker
associated by linkage with a trait of interest may be described as
a "genetic risk factor" for that trait, but by itself such correlation
does not imply any causal role.
Microsatellite -- an SSR whose repeating motif is between one
and six basepairs in length (the upper limit is arbitrary and may be
defined as low as five or as high as ten).
Minisatellite -- an SSR whose motif-length is greater than the
upper limit for microsatellites (i.e., longer than 5-10 basepairs).
Motif -- a short sequence of DNA basepairs, repeated in tandem
to form an SSR. With increasing motif length, the number of
possible motif sequences increases. Thus there are two distinct
mononucleotide motifs (A/T and C/G), six distinct dinucleotides,
ten distinct trinucleotides, etc. (Motifs that can be matched by
shifting along the sequence or by reading in either direction are
considered equivalent; e.g., CAG = AGC = GCA = CTG = TGC =
GCT.)
Polymorphism -- a genetic locus (specific location along a
chromosome) at which two or more alleles each occur at
appreciable frequencies within a population.
Slippage mutation -- an increase or decrease in the number of
tandem motifs in an SSR; although SSR mutational processes
are complex4,05, basically slippage mutations occur during DNA
replication when one strand realigns with the complementary
strand after shifting ("slipping") by one or more motif-lengths.
SSR -- Simple Sequence Repeat (alternatively STR, Short
Tandem Repeat); a DNA tract consisting of a relatively short
basepair motif that is repeated several to many times in tandem.
Polymorphic SSRs may be called VNTRs (variable number
tandem repeats).
SNP -- Single Nucleotide Polymorphism; an allelic difference at a
single basepair. Although some SNPs may be causally
responsible for some phenotypic differences (traits), SNPs may
also serve in linkage analysis as markers ("genetic risk factors")
for traits of interest without any implication of causal role.
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